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About This Game

Retro style pixel art, horizontal shoot 'em up, arcade gameplay and the cutest little cyber hero you will ever meet.

Play as Bullet, a C³ class (Cute Cyber Corgi) cybernetic pup in his quest for saving his owner, a brilliant scientist kidnaped by a
strange alien race that wants to rule the galaxy.

With tight controls, smooth gameplay and exciting mechanics, ProtoCorgi aims to converge the best of the classics and the
newest of the shoot 'em up genre into one solid piece.

Dodge, shoot and bark in this cute action shoot 'em up.

Highlights and Features:

Fully animated beautiful pixel art.

Tight controls and solid gameplay.

Five stages planned for development, each with own unique bosses and themes.
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Available for PC at launch, consoles later.

More surprises.
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ProtoCorgi Demo Update 0.26!:
Hello Guys!

Here is a new update of the ProtoCorgi Demo, and this is a big one!

We fixed almost all of the bugs, better powerup management, giant fruits, some optimizations and reworked the menu with
more options!
Feels like a new game now!

Changelog of 0.26:

 When the player get a new powerup drop the old one at max level.

 Anemone body health is reduced in later difficulties making them harder to deal with homing missiles.

 Added giant fruits.

 Menu reworked with framerate, full screen, screen scale and many more options!.

 Pool most used scenes at start.

 Reworked bullet system, fixes bullet layering problems, bullets dying if the enemy dies or anemone plasma beams
outside sceen/after eye dying.

 Fixed black hole attraction, detached anemone eyes work as intended now.

 Fixed analog not working in menu.

 Added secret codes.

 Enemies can't be damaged or damage player outside screen. No more turret snails dying outside screen doing nothing.

 Animations don't run if the objects are outside screen.

. ProtoCorgi Update. Now avalaible for Mac and Linux!:
Hello Guys!

We updated the ProtoCorgi Demo! Avalaible now for Mac and Linux!:

We implemented many changes from initial version (0.16), the most relevant ones are a complete rework of systems and
difficulty, change side holding a button, lock option rotation, progression, shorten tutorials, full screen support and more!

Detailed Changelog:

v0.25.7:

 ❤❤❤ Hitbox is represented now by a heart ❤❤❤

 Fixed Mac and Linux Steam depots.
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 Options rotation lock added when the player is shooting.

 Shield Bomb damages enemies and makes the player invulnerable.

 Overdrive Bomb orbs damage enemies.

 Better difficulty curve, more easy at early levels, same difficulty at end levels.

 Shorten tutorials.

 Fish ship master can't shot behind.

 Turret snail shot are limited in early difficulties.

 Greatly reduced Guardian Eye Boss health points in early difficulties.

v0.25.5:

 Added full screen support (alt + enter).

 Added more music.

v0.25:

 Reworked suicide bullet system.

 Reworked the speed of bullets and enemies in all difficulties.

 Added alt, shift and control key support.

v0.24:

 QoL galore.

 Reworked the powerup system.

 Player could change side holding Animal Spirit button.

 Magnet behavior for fruits and player death drops.

 Added progression.

v0.20:

 QoL changes.

 Highscores per difficulty.

v0.16:
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 Demo uploaded.
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